CONTRIBUTION LEVELS

Program contributors support the industry’s efforts to have 500,000 students, especially those from under-represented communities, exposed to energy education over the next ten years.

$100,000

**SENIOR LEVEL CONTRIBUTORS WILL ENJOY:**

- Opportunity to be the named sponsor of one (1) of the EIF curriculum modules. Naming rights will be available on a first-come, first-served basis.

- Opportunity to participate in three (3) national or relevant regional speaking engagements with CEWD, addressing energy education to educators and/or students.

- Opportunity to have up to three (3) company-specific case studies included in the EIF curriculum.

- Priority recognition in press releases, social media, and other related PR activities.

- Corporate branding placed in high visibility location on the EIF resource pages for educators and students.

- Opportunity to participate in a keynote presentation about your company’s contributions to EIF in an upcoming CEWD conference.

- Guaranteed seat on the Reimagining EIF Steering Committee and option to contribute subject matter experts to the project.

$75,000

**JUNIOR LEVEL CONTRIBUTORS WILL ENJOY:**

- Opportunity to participate in two (2) national or relevant regional speaking engagements with CEWD, addressing energy education to educators and/or students.

- Opportunity to have up to two (2) company-specific case studies included in the EIF curriculum.

- Priority recognition in press releases, social media, and other related PR activities.

- Corporate branding placed in high visibility location on the EIF resource pages for educators and students.

- Opportunity to participate in a keynote presentation about your company’s contributions to EIF in an upcoming CEWD conference.

- Guaranteed seat on the Reimagining EIF Steering Committee and option to contribute subject matter experts to the project.
**SOPHOMORE LEVEL CONTRIBUTORS WILL ENJOY:**

- Opportunity to participate in one (1) national or relevant regional speaking engagements with CEWD, addressing energy education to educators and/or students.
- Opportunity to have up to one (1) company-specific case study included in the EIF curriculum.
- Priority recognition in press releases, social media, and other related PR activities.
- Corporate branding placed in high visibility location on the EIF resource pages for educators and students.
- Opportunity to participate in a keynote presentation about your company’s contributions to EIF in an upcoming CEWD conference.
- Guaranteed seat on the Reimagining EIF Steering Committee and option to contribute subject matter experts to the project.

**FRESHMAN LEVEL CONTRIBUTORS WILL ENJOY:**

- Priority recognition in press releases, social media, and other related PR activities.
- Corporate branding placed in high visibility location on the EIF resource pages for educators and students.
- Opportunity to participate in a keynote presentation about your company’s contributions to EIF in an upcoming CEWD conference.
- Guaranteed seat on the Reimagining EIF Steering Committee and option to contribute subject matter experts to the project.

To learn more about support for the Energy Industry Fundamentals program, contact Kristie Kelley at Kristie@cewd.org.